
ADJUSTMENTS BEFORE GOING TO THE FIELD 
 

1. Choose the correct size implement to match the horsepower of the tractor that will be pulling it.  
This will ensure that the implement will perform as designed, giving the result desired.  Turbo-
Chopper requires 8 to 10 HP/foot to achieve the best results.  Ground speed also plays an 
important role in performance.  7 to 10 mph is the optimal range to work in unless ground 
conditions, such as high concentrations of rocks, prohibit these speeds.  DO NOT OPERATE 
THIS IMPLEMENT ON A TRACTOR WITH OPEN CENTER HYDRAULICS. 

 
2. Hitch the Turbo-Chopper to the tractor using the correct block or yoke clevis as required by the 

tractor drawbar.  Use the correct size pin in the clevis or block. 
 

3. Connect the safety chain and the light harness to the tractor.  Check that all warning lights are 
functioning properly. 

 
4. To avoid contaminating the hydraulic systems of the tractor and the implement, clean all hose 

couplings.  Each hydraulic coupler has a color coded handle and is marked for proper connection 
with a symbol for the extend or retract circuit.   

 
5. If the machine is folded, remove the wing lock pins from the wing stops.  If pins are under 

pressure from the wings, use the hydraulics to pull the wings in against the stops before 
attempting to remove the locks.  Make sure the area is clear and there is adequate space for 
unfolding the unit.  Slowly unfold the implement while watching for oil leaks, and checking the 
hoses for pinching or stretching. 

 
6. Once the unit is safely unfolded, raise and lower it several times to bleed air from the lift circuit.  

Look again for any leaks or hose interference.  Correct any issues found. 
 

7. To level the implement, first place it on a concrete slab or a known level surface.  Next, lower 
the machine to achieve a 2” measurement from the bottom of the coulters to the surface beneath.  
Adjust the turnbuckle link at the front of the machine to level it from front to back.  Shortening 
the link will lower the front, and lengthening the link will raise the front.  Set the bottom of the 
coulters level with the bottom of the chopper reels. 
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ADJUSTMENTS BEFORE GOING TO THE FIELD – continued 
 

8. Next, raise the implement fully and measure the distance from the mainframe to the ground.  
Using that measurement, level the machine by adjusting the turnbuckle links on the wing gauge 
wheels to match the center. 

 
9. Initially set the pre-load on the reel arm assemblies to 1/8” from the top of the spring bolt to the 

top of the ¾” lock nut.(1)  Pre-load on the bottom eye-bolt should be set to 1 ½” from the bottom 
of the eye-bolt to the bottom of the ¾” jam nut.(2)  If additional clearance for transport is 
needed, the top ¾” lock nut provides the adjustment to raise the reels up. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

10. Check all tires for proper inflation, and check torque of all lug bolts. 
 

11. Check all bolts on the machine for proper torque.  Grease the gang bearings being careful not to 
over grease them.  Excess greasing will cause the bearing seals to become dislodged exposing 
the bearing to contamination resulting in premature failure of the bearing.  Grease all hinge 
points.  Wheel hubs are already greased and should not need greasing initially. 

 
12. Install the transport locks and slowly fold the wings.  Install the wing lock pins.  The implement 

is now ready to go to the field. 
 

FIELD ADJUSTMENTS & GENERAL OPERATING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

 
1. When arriving at the field, remove the transport locks and wing lock pins..  Slowly unfold the 

unit and raise it fully continuing to flow oil to the raise circuit for 5 to 10 seconds to rephase the 
lift system. 

 
2. Turbo-Chopper works best when pulled at a slight angle to the rows.  This will give a more even 

distribution of the residue while maximizing trash flow. 
 
3. Operating speed is also crucial to the performance of Turbo-Chopper.  7 to 10 mph is the ideal 

range to optimize the mixing of soil and residue while leaving a level surface for future 
operations.  
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FIELD ADJUSTMENTS AND GENERAL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS – continued 

 
4. DO NOT USE A TRACTOR WITH OPEN CENTER HYDRAULICS ON THIS 

IMPLEMENT.  Damage to the implement will occur if not operated as designed.   To set the 
active hydraulic down pressure, please follow these steps: 

a. Completely close bypass valve by turning knob (1) clockwise until it stops. 
b. Adjust the flow on the tractor remote to a low rate.  A flow rate set to high will 

cause unnecessary heating of the oil and could result in damage to the tractor. 
c. Lock the fold hydraulic lever for continuous flow. (see tractor operator manual 

for  details) 
d. Adjust pressure control knob (2) on implement until pressure gauge reads 1200 

psi. (Never exceed 1400 psi) 
e. While watching the pressure gauge, slowly open the bypass knob (1) until the 

gauge reads 1100 psi.  The pressure gauge should rise slightly and then drop as 
the knob is opened.  If the pressure exceeds 1400 psi during this step, the tractor 
flow needs to be adjusted to a lower setting and the process started over.  Lock the 
bypass valve knob (1) at 1100 psi.  

f. Now the pressure control valve can be set to the desired wing down pressure 
setting.  300-400 psi. for 18’, 24’, and 30’ implements.  650-750 psi for40’ 
machines.  

g. NEVER EXCEED 700 psi on 18’, 24’, and 30’ IMPLEMENTS.  NEVER 
EXCEED 1000 psi ON 40’ IMPLEMENTS. 

 
5.  If another person is available, have them observe the machine during the initial operation for 

levelness both front to rear and side to side.  If needed, the front to back adjustment can be made 
at the turnbuckle on the tongue.  Wing to center frame adjustments must be made at the weight 
transfer valve.  If the wings are low, decrease the pressure and if they are high, increase the 
pressure.  Make the needed adjustments in 100 psi increments.  DO NOT RE-ADJUST THE 
GUAGE WHEEL TURNBUCKLES. 

 
6. Set the machine to the desired working depth and adjust the depth stop slide on the depth control 

rod located at the front center of the mainframe.  If the tractor detents to neutral before 
contacting the depth stop, slow the hydraulic flow on the remote down.  If the issue remains, 
contact a Great Plains Mfg Inc Service Representative for other possible solutions. 

 
7. It may be necessary to adjust the down pressure of the reels once in the field.  To do this, adjust 

the bottom ¾” jam nut closer to the bottom of the eye-bolt to increase down pressure.  Adjusting 
the jam nut the opposite direction will decrease the down pressure. 

 
8. Check all bolts, lug nuts, and wheel bearings periodically during first season of operation. 
 
9. Grease and maintain unit as described in operator manual. 

 


